
Very. 
A Global Seating Family with Universal Appeal. 

Haworth introduces the Very family of seating. Designed by the Haworth Design 
Studio and Simon Desanta, Very seating brings global design and science-led 
comfort to the forefront. 

Very delivers international design with a smart, slender profile that celebrates its  
light scale and airy aesthetic. With its attractive angles and artfully perforated 
back, Very imparts sophistication wherever it goes —from the conference room to 
the café—from Chicago to Shanghai. 

Very™

 Product Sheet

Very Wire Stacking chair: 
Best of NeoCon 
Gold 2008

Very Conference chair: 
Best of NeoCon 
Silver 2008

Cradle to Cradle™ GOLD
Certified Product



The Very family includes a Conference Chair, Seminar Chair, Side Chair 
and Wire Stacking Chair. (Cart not shown.)

Very Versatile 
With an internationally influenced color palette and four seating 
styles to select from, there’s a choice for everyone. Whether 
you prefer neutral colors for your guest seating, upholstered seat  
and back for the conference room—or a splash of color in the 
café, Very brings choices to life.  

Its minimal design focuses on user needs and allows Very to 
adapt and support many environments.  From educational 
spaces to conference rooms, teaming to hoteling, guest seating 
to cafés, Very can work across your organization.

Very Smart 
Very seating has built-in intelligence for user comfort. The Very  
seminar and conference chairs provide intuitive recline, 
ensuring user weight is absorbed and distributed to provide 
natural support and its side-to-side torsional flex allows the 
backrest to follow the user as they move, increasing mobility 
and comfort when reaching sideways for objects.

Very Convenient
The slender profile of Very fits in anywhere, and when they’re 
not in use, convenient stacking capabilities come through!  
The wire stacking chair can stack 10 high on the floor—up 
to 40 on the cart for easy mobility. And the side and seminar 
chairs both stack 5 high on the floor and 8 high on their cart. 

Very Responsible
In addition to convenient storing and stacking, Very seating 
goes easy on the environment.  Very is MBDC Gold Certified.  
The family includes up to 71% recycled content and is up to 
98% recyclable.  Very seating can be disassembled for recycling 
in less than five minutes. And, Very is GREENGUARD® certified.  
The Very seating family is sure to support your sustainability 
strategies and may contribute toward LEED® credits.  

Conferencing comes to life with Planes® Table and Very Conference 
seating featuring upholstered seat and back.

Very Wire Stacking Chairs offer personality, form and function.

For more information call 800.344.2600 or 616.393.3000.
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